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Abstract

1.

The rise of multi-core processors has shifted performance efforts
towards parallel programs. However, single-threaded code, whether
from legacy programs or ones difficult to parallelize, remains important. Proposed asymmetric multicore processors statically dedicate hardware to improve sequential performance, but at the cost of
reduced parallel performance.
However, several proposed mechanisms provide the best-ofboth-worlds by combining multiple cores into a single, more powerful processor for sequential code. For example, Core Fusion
merges multiple cores to pool caches and functional units, and
Intel’s Turbo Boost raises the clock speed of a core if the other
cores on a chip are powered down.
These reconfiguration mechanisms have two important properties. First the set of available cores and their capabilities can vary
over short time scales. Current operating systems are not designed
for rapidly changing hardware: the existing hotplug mechanisms
for reconfiguring processors require global operations and hundreds of milliseconds to complete. Second, configurations may be
mutually exclusive: using power to speed one core means it cannot
be used to speed another. Current schedulers cannot manage this
requirement.
We present Chameleon, an extension to Linux to support dynamic processors that can reconfigure their cores at runtime.
Chameleon provides processor proxies to enable rapid reconfiguration, execution objects to abstract the processing capabilities
of physical CPUs, and a cluster scheduler to balance the needs of
sequential and parallel programs. In experiments that emulate a
dynamic processor, we find that Chameleon can reconfigure processors 100,000 times faster than Linux and allows applications
full access to hardware capabilities: sequential code runs at full
speed on a powerful execution context, while parallel code runs on
as many cores as possible.

Multicore processors require parallel code to achieve high performance. However, parallel programming is hard, and legacy code
may never be rewritten to take advantage of extra processing cores.
Asymmetric chip multi-processors (ACMP) provision a chip with a
small number of powerful processors for sequential code and simpler processors for parallel code [18, 32]. These processors also
improve power efficiency for code that sees little benefit from powerful processors. Commercial examples of the ACMP architecture
include combined CPU/GPU chips such as AMD’s Fusion processor [8], and the TI OMAP 5 [56]. However, high performance on
sequential code sacrifices parallel performance: the chip area and
power dedicated to powerful cores could provide many more simple cores for parallel execution.
Hardware techniques that combine multiple cores or hardware
threads into a more powerful execution engine have the potential to provide high performance on both parallel and sequential
code. On parallel code, the processor can be configured into a large
set of less-powerful cores, providing performance through parallelism. On sequential code, such a processor can combine several
of the cores to improve the performance of a single thread. Such
a dynamic processor can provide high performance over a wide
range of workloads by switching between parallel and sequential modes [22]. For example, Core Fusion [26] pools execution
resources such as caches and functional units to improve performance. Speculative multi-threading [20, 31, 37] executes different
portions of a single thread in parallel on different cores, and Intel’s Turbo boost increases the speed of one core when others are
disabled [9]. Such processors may be able to reconfigure between
sequential and parallel modes in microseconds.
Current operating systems are ill equipped for processors that
can be reconfigured at runtime. They must know at all times which
processors are available for cross-processor communication and
global operations, which occur tens to hundreds of times per second. Furthermore, they require expensive global operations to reconfigure when changes occur. For example, the hotplug mechanism in Linux can take more than 200ms to add a new processor,
far longer than the projected reconfiguration time for dynamic processors. In addition, processors may have mutually exclusive configurations, such as borrowing resources from one core to improve
performance of another, that existing schedulers do not support.
Chameleon is an operating system extension to Linux that supports dynamic processors with three new capabilities. First, processor proxies enable rapid reconfiguration by removing global operations. Instead, another processor takes the place of an offline processor in any communication or global operation. Second, execution objects abstract physical cores and hardware threads into logical objects against which threads are scheduled, so the scheduler
need not be aware of physical hardware details. Third, Chameleon’s
cluster scheduler decides when and what to reconfigure and provides a taxation mechanism that allows a program or administrator
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Introduction

to balance the benefit of faster sequential execution against reduced
performance for other threads.
Chameleon focuses on the mechanisms needed to support reconfiguration but does not predict or measure the speedup a thread
achieves in different configurations. Recent work on asymmetric
processors addresses many issues that are also applicable to dynamic processors, such as identifying code that benefits from more
powerful processors [48] or sequential bottlenecks in parallel programs [55]. These mechanisms are orthogonal to Chameleon’s purpose, and could be incorporated to notify the system of when faster
sequential performance is desirable or possible.
We evaluate Chameleon by emulating dynamic processors on
conventional hardware and show that: (i) processor proxies reduce
the latency of reconfiguration from 150ms to 2.5µs, (ii) Chameleon
can leverage idle cores to achieve maximum performance for either
parallel or sequential tasks via reconfiguration, (iii) fast reconfiguration allows productive use of a configuration for even a single
scheduling quantum, and (iv) under contention, Chameleon’s taxation allows flexible control over whether parallel or sequential code
is favored. This can either allow high-priority sequential code to
preempt other processors or prevent important parallel programs
from having processors borrowed for sequential programs.
We begin by reviewing dynamic processor technology in Section 2. We follow with the design of Chameleon in Section 3 and
implementation details in Section 4. We evaluate Chameleon in
Section 5, and finish with related work and conclusions.
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Figure 1. The native cores shown in (a) can be reconfigured, for
example into a 4-core unit and a 2-core unit shown in (b).

little benefit [42]. This also enables a variety of specialized processors for specific tasks, such as encryption.
Reliability techniques. Processing cores may be combined to
improve reliability. For example, redundant execution techniques
run a thread simultaneously on multiple cores and automatically
recover from failures when outputs differ [1, 47, 57]. When surplus
cores are available, these techniques promise inexpensive error
detection and fault tolerance.
Virtualization. When hosting a web site at a cloud provider, a
VM can drop to a single processor when workloads are light and
use more virtual processors when workloads are heavy.

Dynamic Processors

While most computers have a static set of processors, hardware
trends indicate that future computers may support a dynamically
variable set of processors, either for performance, reliability, or
power efficiency.
2.1

Core

2.2

Operating System Impact of Reconfiguration

These mechanisms all vary the set of processors available to
the operating system. However, most OSes must know exactly
which CPUs are available at all times. For example, interprocessor communication, whether through inter-processor interrupts or
lightweight RPC [5], requires that the OS know if the destination processor is available. In addition, operating systems maintain per-CPU data structures, such as run-queues or packet receive
queues, to avoid lock and memory contention. Finally, operating
systems perform all-processor operations that require the cooperation of all processors, such as read-copy-update (RCU) operations
on Linux [39]. Thus, the OS must reconfigure internal data structures whenever the set of available processors change.
We examined the Linux 2.6.31-4 kernel to discover the extent
and frequency of these operations. We measure inter-processor
communication running pmake to build the Linux kernel on a 24CPU machine with 24 pmake processes.

Hardware Mechanisms

We see at least four reasons why the number of execution contexts
exposed to an operating system may vary at runtime.
Performance techniques. Many researchers have demonstrated
single-thread performance increases by combining several cores
into a single more powerful processing element. Core Fusion and
TRIPS increase performance by combining resources, such as functional units, into a larger execution engine that can achieve higher
ILP [26, 50]. Core Fusion, for example, claims nearly 80% speedup
for some programs and requires only 400 cycles to reconfigure.
Speculative multi-threading executes loop iterations or function
calls in parallel [20, 31, 37, 44]. Sun’s canceled Rock processor
had SMT contexts that could switch to automatically prefetch data
into the cache [10] for improved sequential performance.
Figure 1 shows an example of these architectures. Part (a) shows
the native cores on a system, and part (b) shows how cores can
be fused together to act as more powerful cores. This example is
representative of Core Fusion and speculative multithreading.
A common feature of all these mechanisms is that the performance gain is less than linear in the number of cores: executing
two threads on two cores accomplishes more work than executing
a single thread on a fused core. Thus, a system must balance the
need for sequential performance against other uses of the cores.

• Inter-processor interrupts. Running pmake resulted in delivery

of 40 IPIs/second/CPU for rescheduling and TLB shootdowns.
• All-processor operations. Global RCU callbacks were invoked
140 times per second per CPU when running pmake.
• Per-CPU structures. We found 446 separate variables in Linux

that are defined as per-CPU. The arch subdirectory defines
294 variables, which mostly refer to hardware structures. If the
set of processors change, these per-CPU data structures must
be updated or initialized to reflect the change: 15 subsystems
register 35 callbacks to update their per-CPU structures when
the set of CPUs change.

Power management. Processors may disable cores to save power
or to transfer power to the remaining cores, as in Intel’s Nehalem
Turbo Boost feature [9]. In addition, processors may be over provisioned, in that they contain more processing elements than can be
used simultaneously [15]. As a result, a system may switch between
a single large, fast core and a smaller number of more efficient and
slower cores when parallelism is available or better cores provide

Based on these observations, we find that the Linux kernel is intimately aware of the set of available processors. If this set were to
change rapidly, numerous subsystems would have to be notified and
many per-CPU structures updated. Furthermore, operations that require all processors can only execute when the set of CPUs is stable,
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either delaying these operations or blocking frequent reconfiguration. While virtual machines can implement reconfiguration, frequent cross-processor communication demonstrates that operating
systems must know the set of available processors.

from constructing and distributing per-CPU data structures and
quiescing the system with a global barrier so that the mask of
available processors can change. The extra delay when bringing
a processor online is largely due to initializing architecture-related
registers.

3.

Power management. Operating systems also support power management, which can take a processor offline for short periods to
conserve energy. The latency of entering a sleep state is on the order of microseconds, of which very little is spent in software. However, in a sleep state the processor can still receive interrupts, so it
is still available to the operating system when needed and global
state updates are not necessary.
Thus, power management can only be used for reconfiguration
if a processor can still receive interrupts. While this is possible for
current architectures, such as Turbo Boost, it may not be possible
for architectures that reconfigure hardware, such as Core Fusion.
Thus, we find that both hotplug and power management are
inadequate for dynamic processors: hotplug is too slow for frequent
reconfiguration, and power management places requirements on the
hardware such as receiving interrupts.

Design

Chameleon is an operating system extension to support dynamic
processors. We have three design goals for Chameleon:
1. Rapid adaptation allows the use of a processor configuration
for short periods with low overhead.
2. Abstracted hardware provides the operating system with a set
of hardware configurations for scheduling threads.
3. Flexible, intuitive scheduling allows existing scheduling
paradigms/controls, such as fairness and priority, to apply to
dynamic processors.
We seek maximum flexibility in the use of dynamic processors,
and thus want to minimize the overhead introduced by the OS when
reconfiguring hardware. Low cost allows use of fine-grain reconfiguration, as often as every scheduling quantum. In addition, we want
to maintain the operating system’s abstract view of hardware so it
need not be aware of the details of how a dynamic processor reconfigures, just that other configurations are available. Finally, we
seek to extend existing thread schedulers to use dynamic processors, so that existing scheduling policies are naturally extended to
cover reconfiguration.
We target Chameleon at dynamic processors with a single instruction set that offer increased performance by disabling some
execution contexts and reusing the hardware or power from those
contexts. The rapid adaptation targets processors that cannot receive interrupts at all cores in some configurations, such as Core
Fusion. In contrast, with Intel’s Turbo Boost disabled cores can still
receive interrupts, and hence do not benefit from this mechanism.
Our design follows a best-effort approach: the system makes
no real-time guarantees, but strives to execute programs as fast as
possible. Furthermore, we designed Chameleon to improve performance rather than manage power: the same mechanisms should apply, but must be driven by different policies because fusing CPUs
is likely to be less efficient than running on a native CPU. Finally,
Chameleon does not address uses of dynamic processors for reliability [1, 57]. Such systems place mandatory requirements on the
OS like certain threads must always run in a reliable configuration.
3.1

Processor proxies. Chameleon provides rapid reconfiguration
through processor proxies, which are agents running on a separate
processor that act on behalf of an offline processor. The proxy can
access the private per-CPU data structures of the unavailable CPU.
When a physical CPU is temporarily offline due to reconfiguration,
Chameleon creates a processor proxy for it on another CPU. The
kernel moves its communication endpoints, such as interrupts, to
that CPU. Operations that require the presence of a core, such as
a TLB shootdown or a read-copy-update (RCU) operation, invoke
the proxy and therefore can continue without waiting for the unavailable CPU.
Processor proxies are similar to multiplexing virtual CPUs on
a single processor with a hypervisor. However, processor proxies
only virtualize the external interface to a processor, such as interrupts and RCU operations. Thus, a processor proxy does not schedule or run threads. In contrast, a VCPU may run any code and forces
the hypervisor to schedule or timeslice multiple CPUs on a single
physical CPU.
3.2

Abstracted Hardware

Increasingly, operating systems must know the topology of the
processor on which they run: whether two execution contexts are
hyperthreads on the same core, whether they are cores that share
a cache, and whether they share an interface to memory as in a
NUMA configuration. The topology allows the operating system to
make intelligent scheduling and memory-management decisions,
such as to schedule threads from the same process on hyperthreads
that share a core, and to allocate memory from a region attached
to the thread’s core. Asymmetric multiprocessors similarly require
informing the OS of a core’s increased (or decreased) capabilities.
With dynamic processors, this need for hardware information
increases: in addition to the static configuration of hardware, the
OS must know about possible dynamic configurations. In Figure 1,
for example, the OS must know that the four cores on the left and
the pair on the right can be fused into more powerful processors.

Rapid Adaptation

Future dynamic processors may be able to change the set of available processors rapidly. Operating systems currently use a hotplug
mechanism or power management to adapt to the changes in the set
of processors.
Hotplug. Processor hotplug mechanisms [33, 43, 53] allow an
operating system to accommodate the addition, removal, or replacement of a processor. They are designed for two uses: maintenance, to remove a failing processor or dynamically add capacity; and virtualization, to change the allocation of processors to a
virtual machine. These are both infrequent events, so hotplug implementations optimize for low overhead in the common (no reconfiguration) case, rather than for frequent changes. Reconfigurations
that leave a processor able to receive interrupts, such as low-power
states [2], can be done with power management rather than hotplug
as we describe below.
We measured the performance of hotplug in Linux, and found
that it takes 150ms to take a processor offline and 220ms to bring it
online. In comparison, the hardware latency of starting a processor
is only 10ms. Much of the software overhead in hotplug comes

Execution objects. Chameleon abstracts the physical capabilities
of the machine with an indirection layer called execution objects.
We call the hardware state needed to run a thread (registers, program counter) an execution context, which may be a core, a hyperthread, or a fused set of cores. An execution object is a kernel structure that represents a possible execution context, and contains information about the capabilities of the context along with
activate and deactivate methods for reconfiguring the hardware.
The smallest native context (i.e., no combining of processors) is a
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3.3

Scheduling

Chameleon extends the OS to schedule threads on execution objects
in addition to physical CPUs. The major challenges Chameleon
addresses are:
• Which: Finding the possible execution objects upon which to

schedule a thread.
• When: Prioritizing threads relative to each other.
• Where: Moving threads to avoid conflicts and minimize recon-

figuration overhead.
The Chameleon scheduler leaves scheduling queues attached to
native CPUs. When a thread is ready to run, it decides whether to
activate an execution object.

Figure 2. System with 12 CPUs (C1-12) managed through nodes.. E2
and E3 are execution objects with two CPUs and E1 with four CPUs.

Property matching. A key challenge for any asymmetric processor is determining whether and how much a thread benefits from an
enhanced execution context. Chameleon does not address this problem, but instead provides a general mechanism to match threads to
execution objects. As previously noted, node managers associate
properties with a fused object that describe its capabilities, and implement logic to match a request for specific processing features
against the properties of different configurations. For example, an
execution object providing high instruction-level parallelism for
fast sequential execution could have the property sequential.
Currently, Chameleon requires that threads specify their desired
properties. This could be done explicitly, through a system call, or
implicitly by a separate profiling mechanism as in ACMP schedulers (e.g., CAMP [48] ). However, Chameleon should work with
any mechanism that assigns properties to threads. In the case of a
single threaded program, the property might be sequential, indicating that the program wants fast execution and does not depend
on other threads.
When placing threads in a run queue, the Chameleon scheduler
selects a node and invokes its manager to match the desired properties of a thread with the properties offered by the node’s execution
objects. If there is a match, the node manager creates the object,
and Chameleon adds the thread to the run queue of the object’s
representative CPU and attaches the execution object to the thread;
otherwise, it relies on the native OS scheduler to place the thread.
This is similar to the matchmaking process of the Condor cluster
system [46], but with a restricted set of properties.

CPU (also referred to as a thread context). A fused execution object (or fused object) represents an object that requires more than
one native CPU. For example, in Figure 1(b), Chameleon creates a
fused object for each fused core.
At any time, the current hardware configuration can be represented as a set of active execution objects. Chameleon creates an
object when needed by a thread, and the OS invokes activate when
dispatching a thread to the hardware configuration represented by
the object. Each execution object identifies a representative CPU,
which is the CPU to which interrupts must be delivered when the
object is in use.
Execution objects expose properties to aid in scheduling decisions. A property is a characteristic of the underlying hardware,
such as the relative performance of the configuration or whether additional features/instructions are available (e.g., if only some configurations support SIMD or floating-point operations).
Nodes. Chameleon separates processors into nodes, which are
groups of CPUs managed together. Each node has a node manager,
which is responsible for selecting native CPUs within the node
to merge into an execution object. The node manager knows the
constraints of the hardware, such as which CPUs can be fused or
which CPUs can shift power. In addition, it knows the properties of
every execution object it can create. Figure 2 shows an example of
2 nodes.
When a thread requests an execution object with a property
(described in Section 3.3), the scheduler selects a node and invokes
its manager to request an execution object. The manager makes
its best effort to assign the requested resources to the application
from the CPUs it manages. As long as a thread is scheduled on
an execution object, the node manager keeps the execution object
alive. When the thread terminates or requests a different object,
the resulting free CPUs can now be assigned to another execution
object or left available. The manager prevents fragmentation, which
can occur when idle cores are available but hardware constraints
prevent them from being fused, by reshuffling the assignment of
physical resources to execution objects.
The node manager assigns the CPUs comprising an execution
object when creating the object, and does not choose from available
CPUs when dispatching a thread. However, a rebalancing mechanism, described in Section 4 can relocate threads and create new
execution objects if needed.
Node managers are similar to the system knowledge base (SKB)
in Barrelfish [5] and Linux and Windows scheduling domains used
for NUMA processors [40, 51]. Unlike the SKB, node managers
have a restricted focus on processing. Compared to scheduling
domains, nodes add constraints on which execution objects can be
used simultaneously.

Cluster scheduling. Chameleon schedules a thread on an execution object as if it is gang scheduling a group of threads on
the constituent native CPUs: when all the CPUs are available, the
thread will activate the execution object to fuse them. However,
Chameleon’s scheduler can also elect not to use all the CPUs and
instead execute the thread on a single native CPU. Thus, when a
thread becomes the next to run, the scheduler determines whether
to activate an execution object. We term this cluster scheduling.
Chameleon decides when to fuse CPUs together and when to
let them run their own threads. Each native CPU in an execution
object has its own run queue with threads to execute. When a
thread using an execution object becomes ready (i.e., runnable),
Chameleon adds it to the run queue for the execution object’s
representative CPU, and creates virtual threads that represent it
in the run queues of the CPUs it will borrow. For example, in
Figure 2, a thread desiring to run on fused context E2 would be
placed in its representative, CPU C7, and would have a virtual
thread representing it on CPU C8.
Virtual threads represent a thread’s ability to borrow CPUs
to form a fused object: if a virtual thread has the priority to be
dispatched, then its thread can borrow the CPU. Until then, the CPU
is available for its own threads. When the scheduler dispatches a
thread using an execution object, it checks whether it can activate
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Component
Processor Proxies
Execution Objects
Cluster Scheduling

Lines
600
850
550

show in Section 5. Instead, Chameleon leverages APIC logical addressing when possible: device interrupts are broadcast to a logical address and each CPU ANDs a local mask against the interrupt’s address and delivers the interrupt if any common bits are set.
Chameleon therefore does logical-address renaming by adding the
proxied CPU’s identifier to the mask for the proxying CPU and resetting the identifier for the proxied CPU. This causes interrupts,
both external and inter-processor, destined for the proxied CPU to
be delivered to the proxying CPU automatically.
However, logical address renaming may not be available on all
systems because the number of bits representing different CPUs
is limited. Thus, we implemented a separate software mechanism
to redirect IPIs to the proxying CPU. When creating a proxy,
Chameleon records in a redirection table that the proxied CPU is
being proxied. When a CPU sends an IPI, it consults the redirection
table to learn where the IPI should be sent. In this case, Chameleon
reprograms the IOAPIC to redirect device interrupts.
When using logical address renaming, redirecting interrupts can
cause an IPI to be delivered to two CPUs or not delivered at all,
based on the order in which the mask of proxying CPU and proxied
CPU are changed. Since IPI handlers in Linux are idempotent and
may be called multiple times without harm, Chameleon always
updates the local mask of proxying CPU to include proxied CPU’s
identifier before resetting the mask of proxied CPU. Reversing this
order could result in loss of IPIs. Furthermore, when tearing down a
proxy, Chameleon invokes IPI handlers on the proxied CPU before
invoking the scheduler in case an IPI was lost. These issues do
not arise with device interrupts because the hardware ensures they
are delivered to only one CPU even if the logical address matches
multiple CPUs.

Table 1. Implementation Complexity
the execution object. For example, when the scheduler dispatches
a sequential thread on C7, it checks to see whether the virtual
thread would have been dispatched on the other CPU C8. If so, it
preempts any thread on C8, activates the execution object E2, and
then dispatches the thread. If not, the thread is directly dispatched
on C7.
Cross-CPU contention. Standard CPU scheduling assumes a
many-to-one relationship between threads and CPUs, in that many
threads share a single CPU and no thread uses more than one CPU.
As a result, traditional notions of priority and fair share for threads
apply only to a single CPU. However, dynamic processors introduce a new possibility: a thread can preempt multiple CPUs. Thus,
threads must have a separate priority or a share for CPUs they borrow. Simply assigning a thread a global share across several CPUs,
as in Linux group scheduling [12] is insufficient because it does not
reflect the inefficiency of fused objects: under contention, a thread
does better on a single CPU than it does running half as long on two
CPUs, because speedups are less than linear. With a Linux process
group, both configurations would be treated as equivalent.
Chameleon extends the existing notion of priority and share by
allowing a thread to have different priorities on its representative
CPU and on the CPUs it wants to borrow. We term this mechanism
taxation: a thread is charged for its use of other CPUs adjusted
by a tax rate. Effectively, this means that virtual threads may have
different priorities than the thread on the representative CPU. If the
tax rate is high, then a thread is charged more for borrowing a CPU
than the threads that live on that CPU; thus, its priority is effectively
lower and it will not be able to preempt those threads. If the tax rate
is low, then it will be able to use other CPUs more cheaply than the
threads on those CPUs, and it will be able to preempt them.

4.

Proxy context. We add a new execution context to the OS, in
addition to process context and interrupt context, termed a proxy
context. A separate proxy context exists on a CPU for each of the
processors it proxies and executes only when the proxying CPU
receives inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) on behalf of the proxied
CPU. We augmented the per-CPU structures with two variables
to track proxies: proxied by for a CPU that is being proxied, and
proxying for on a CPU that is acting as a proxy.
On receiving any IPIs, the proxying CPU invokes the corresponding IPI handler natively for the proxying CPU in the proxied CPU’s context. Handling IPIs requires access to per-CPU variables, which are normally accessed through the x86 segment registers. When entering proxy context, Chameleon sets the FS register
to point to the per-CPU data of the proxied CPU, and resets the
register when leaving proxy context. In addition, we modified the
thread info macro, which normally uses the stack pointer to find
the CPU state of the running task. In proxy context, the macro directs accesses to the data for the proxied CPU.
With proxies, Chameleon ensures that kernel operations requiring the involvement of an offline CPU can proceed, as the role of
that CPU is handled by its proxy. This includes inter-processor
interrupts for scheduling, read-copy-update operations, and TLB
shootdowns, which are dropped because the proxy code flushes the
TLB when resuming normal operation.
In some architectures processor proxies may not always be
needed: if CPUs can continue to receive interrupts when disabled,
the object does not create a proxy but instead halts the CPUs. This
occurs when using Chameleon with hyperthreads: the execution
object schedules the idle thread on the other hyperthread. Similarly,
with Intel’s Turbo Boost feature other cores enter a sleep state but
can still receive interrupts.

Implementation

Chameleon is implemented as an extension to the Linux 2.6.31-4
kernel. The code changes required by Chameleon were largely concentrated in two Linux subsystems: inter-processor interrupts, to
implement proxies; and scheduling, to call into Chameleon during
a context switch when activating execution objects. Table 1 shows
the amount of code comprising Chameleon’s major components.
4.1

Processor Proxies

Processor proxies speed reconfiguration because they remove much
of the work to change the set of processors. Proxies consist of
two elements: (i) methods to create and destroy proxies, (ii) a new
execution context for executing interrupts and bottom halves on
behalf of the disabled context. The CPU going offline is the proxied
CPU, and the one that will act as its proxy is the proxying CPU.
Proxy creation. The activation of an execution object launches
the creation of a proxy by sending a notification to the proxied
CPU. The CPU that sends this request will be the proxy. The
receiving CPU prepares to go offline by switching to the idle thread,
which removes the need to participate in RCU operations, and by
ensuring interrupts for the CPU will be delivered to its proxy. These
interrupts fall into two categories: device interrupts, which can be
redistributed to any online CPUs, and IPIs, which must be sent to
the proxying CPU. Each is handled by a separate mechanism.
For device interrupts, the IOAPIC maintains a redirection table indicating the core to which external interrupts should be
sent [24]. However, reprogramming the IOAPIC is slow, as we

4.2

Execution Objects and Node Managers

Chameleon assigns all the CPUs on a socket to a node and instantiates a node manager for each node. The node manager is a kernel
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object. To make this efficient, Chameleon extends the Linux task
structure with a vruntimes[] array containing an element for each
CPU comprising an execution object. When adding a thread to a
run queue, the cluster scheduler updates vruntimes[] for the CPUs
in the execution object. In addition, each CFS runqueue stores the
vruntime value a new thread would receive in its min vruntime
variable, and Chameleon copies this into the thread when initializing vruntimes[].
When a thread finally becomes the next to run, the cluster
scheduler compares the thread’s vruntimes[CPU] with the virtual
runtime value of the active thread for each CPU it needs to borrow.
It only preempts the neighboring CPUs if the thread’s vruntime
is lower on all the needed CPUs. This requires preempting other
threads, so we enable kernel preemption.
If the scheduler cannot form the execution object desired by
a thread, it will try to instantiate an object with just the available
CPUs, if one has the thread’s requested properties (e.g., sequential).
For example, in Figure 2, if a thread wants object E1 but either
CPU C5 or C6 is unavailable, the scheduler will see if it can form
an object from CPUs C3 and C4. If so, it activates the execution
object with just the available CPUs.

component that tracks the execution objects and CPUs on a node.
For now, Chameleon uses the existing topology information provided by platform drivers (e.g., ACPI). We emulate a dynamic processor by informing node managers that they may construct fused
execution objects for pairs of hyperthreads on a core and pairs of
adjacent cores.
The only property we have implemented is sequential with a
level, which is the log2 of the number of hyperthreads in the object. Threads can request a sequential object of a specified level.
Property matching compares the desired level of a thread against
available execution objects to find one with the same level. The
activate method on an execution object configures the hardware
to create the desired execution context, and must be called from
the object’s representative CPU (the lowest numbered CPU in the
set). It also creates proxies for the native CPUs borrowed by the object, and then directs the hardware to reconfigure. The deactivate
method does the reverse of activate; it directs the hardware to enable native CPUs and removes proxies for all the CPUs involved.
A thread invokes the node manager to request an execution
object. The node manager creates an execution object and assigns
unallocated CPUs that fit the object’s constraints (contiguous IDs
for our emulation) to the execution object. A CPU can only belong
to one non-nested execution objects. Thus, in Figure 2, CPU C10
could not be part of objects E2 and E3. This constraint may be
mandatory for processors that share physical resources, such as
Core Fusion, but could be relaxed for systems with more flexible
resource sharing.
Any request for change in the type of execution object for a
thread also invokes the node manager. If the set of available native
CPUs changes, such as when a thread terminates or changes its request for an execution object, the node manager can reassign CPUs
between objects to avoid fragmentation that arises when enough
idle CPUs are available to create a fused object, but hardware constraints prevent its creation.
4.3

4.3.2

Cluster Scheduling

Chameleon’s cluster scheduler is built on top of the native Linux
scheduler, the Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) [28]. CFS is similar to Borrowed Virtual Time scheduling [14], and schedules tasks
according to the CPU time they have used recently rather than priority. The tasks within a runqueue are ordered by a virtual runtime
value (vruntime in the task structure), which is a measure of how
long the task has run. The task with the lowest virtual runtime value
(i.e., is the furthest behind) is selected to run next. The virtual runtime value increases in proportion to the time spent executing.
Chameleon schedules all tasks in native Linux run queues. For
threads requesting an execution object, Chameleon adds the thread
to the run queue of the object’s representative CPU. However,
virtual threads, used to track a thread’s priority on the borrowed
CPUs, are not added to run queues. Instead, Chameleon leverages
the CFS scheduler design: it records the virtual runtime value a
thread would receive on another CPU had it been scheduled. This
value is set when a thread is added to the queue and does not
change, making it fast to record. When seeking to activate an object
for a thread, the cluster scheduler is allowed to borrow a CPU,
say C, if the thread’s recorded virtual runtime value for CPU C is
below the virtual runtime value of the thread currently running on
CPU C. This indicates that, had it been a real thread, it would have
been dispatched already. We describe below how this comparison
is performed efficiently.
4.3.1

Preempting Execution Objects

While a thread executes on a fused object, threads scheduled on
its borrowed CPUs may wake up and become runnable at higher
priority. In addition, as a thread on a fused object executes, its
vruntime increases so that it may no longer be the highest priority
thread on all the borrowed CPUs.
Chameleon tracks how long a thread on a fused object can run
by calculating when the next thread on every borrowed CPU is allowed to run, based on vruntime values of the threads it preempted
and the running thread’s vruntimes[] values. During every timer
tick, the cluster scheduler checks whether any of the threads on a
fused object’s constituent CPUs are allowed to run, and if so deactivates the object and reschedules the running thread.
Reconfiguration takes time, so care must be taken to avoid reconfiguring too often. As we show in Section 5, fusing an execution object can take up to 8 µs. Chameleon relies on the existing
sysctl sched min granularity variable from CFS to set how long
a thread can run before being preempted when it is no longer the
highest priority thread.
4.3.3

Taxation

Taxation controls the relative priority of threads executing natively
and threads that want to borrow a CPU for an execution object.
CFS already adjusts the rate at which virtual runtime accrues based
on priority: lower-priority tasks accumulate virtual runtime faster,
so they must wait longer to execute again, while high priority tasks
accumulate it more slowly, letting them run sooner. Taxation further
adjusts that rate. Much as priority adjusts both scheduling latency
and CPU share, taxation can act as a share, so that unimportant
tasks only use idle CPUs for fused objects, or as a mechanism to
reward threads that achieve high speedups with a fused object.
Chameleon adds an eo tax percent field to every task structure.
When a thread runs on an execution object, the scheduler calculates the delta to its vruntime for the representative CPU and all
borrowed CPUs, weighted by its priority. For borrowed CPUs, the
scheduler multiplies the delta by the tax rate before adding to the
vruntimes[] array.
Figure 3 shows the impact of changing the tax rate when running two CPU-bound tasks on neighboring CPUs. Task A requests
an execution object, while B runs on one of the CPUs assigned to
the execution object. If the tax rate is high (>> 1), then task A is
charged more than task B for using its CPU and thus it sticks with
native execution. If the tax rate is 1, then task A receives all of its

Activating execution objects

When a thread reaches the head of the run queue, Chameleon consults the thread’s task structure to see whether the thread requested
an execution object. If so, it checks whether it can activate the
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In addition, the node manager defragments execution objects. If
the requested number of CPUs for an execution object are available
within a node, but physical constraints prevent them from being
fused (e.g., they are not physically contiguous), the node manager
detects fragmentation. It will then migrate threads to create a contiguous block of CPUs that can be used to satisfy future requests.
Whenever the node manager makes any change to the physical resource assignment to the execution object, it notifies the execution
object, which also updates the vruntimes[] for any threads scheduled on the object.

Task A
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Speedup
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1. Cost: What is the latency of reconfiguring with processor proxies, and the added costs of scheduling with execution objects?

Figure 3. The effect of taxation on two identical tasks. Execution time
is relative to the thread executing alone on a single native CPU.

2. Benefit: Does Chameleon enable threads needing higher sequential performance to receive it, while allowing parallel programs full use of the CPUs in a system?

CPU plus half of task B’s CPU. If the tax rate is low (<< 1), then
task A can preempt task B much of the time because it is charged
less than B for using the CPU. Thus, taxation implements a crossCPU priority mechanism.
Tax rates can be set automatically from the speedup a thread
receives on a fused context. We observe that a thread that shows
a good speedup deserves more access to a fused object. If
progress rates metrics, such as hardware performance counters or
application-specific heartbeats [23] are available, a thread’s taxation rate can be set according to its speedup. Threads with good
speedups deserve lower tax rates, allowing them to borrow neighboring CPUs aggressively, while threads with low speedups should
only borrow idle CPUs and deserve high tax rates.
4.3.4

3. Contention: Does Chameleon behave reasonably and predictably when there are many threads contending for resources?
As dynamic processing hardware is not yet available, we evaluate
Chameleon through emulation.
5.1

Experimental Platform

We emulate dynamic processors and ACMPs on a standard multicore system by varying the performance of the different CPUs. We
performed our experiments on 32-bit Linux kernel version 2.6.31-4
running on a system with 12 GB RAM and two Intel Xeon X5650
chips, each chip containing six cores and each core with two hyperthreads. We refer hyperthreads as CPUs in this section. We instructed Chameleon to create two nodes of 6 cores (12 CPUs) each,
and allow each node to create execution objects with 2 or 4 CPUs.
We disabled TurboBoost because it varied the frequency when the
system entered the P0 state, leading to widely fluctuating results.
We leave the minimum scheduling granularity at the default value,
16ms.
We could not use DVFS to emulate asymmetric performance,
as on our platform it applies to an entire socket rather than a single CPU. Instead, we use Intel’s clock-modulation feature [25, 58]
similar to past research on dynamic processors [3]. This mechanism is used for thermal throttling and controls the processor
duty cycle by stopping the clock for short periods (less than 3µs)
at regular intervals. There are eight levels available through the
IA32 CLOCK MODULATION model specific register (MSR). These levels reduce performance from 100% down to 12.5% of full performance in steps of 12.5%. For emulation, the activate method on
an execution object creates the processor proxy and raises the duty
cycle. Unlike real ACMPs or dynamic processors, the performance
impact of clock modulation is independent of the code execution.
Thus, a program sees a performance drop of 50% if the duty cycle
is cut in half.
Table 2 lists the configurations we use in experiments. In all
cases, we assume the baseline performance is 50% of maximum,
and we emulate a faster CPU or fused object by increasing the duty
cycle. For a symmetric CMP, we set all 24 CPUs to the baseline
speed. For other models, we try to keep the approximate chip complexity similar. The emulated asymmetric CMP systems have either 3 or 6 fast CPUs with 75% or 100% of native performance. We
use the native Linux scheduler in ACMP configuration but pin specific threads to the more powerful CPUs. As different programs see
different speedups on asymmetric processors, we assign sequen-

Property Matching

A thread declares its properties of interest by providing the identity
of the property (an integer identifier), and a weight indicating the
importance of the property. The node manager matches properties
by comparing a thread’s requested properties against the properties
of all possible fused objects in the node. The matching process produces a list of possible execution objects. Currently, all properties
are optional, so a thread will still be scheduled on any available
CPU if an object with its requested properties is not available.
The current Chameleon implementation relies on a programmer
or external agent to specify the properties a thread desires. To prioritize threads that benefit more from a fused object, the node manager uses the weight provided by a thread to identify which thread
receives more benefit from a fused object when there is contention.
Existing ACMP scheduling mechanisms or static profiling could
provide information about the speedup of fused objects [49].
4.3.5

Evaluation

We evaluate Chameleon through emulation to answer these questions:

Rebalancing

The node manager spreads out threads requiring a fused object
within a node so they can run concurrently, and to shift resources to
threads that benefit from them more. When an execution object is
freed, the CPUs it used are given to the active execution objects if
they need them, such as an execution object that requested 4 CPUs
but received only 2 CPUs. This assignment is prioritized based on
the weight assigned to threads’ properties.
When the node manager is not able to assign the requested
number of native CPUs to an execution object, it tries to reclaim
CPUs from low-priority threads and reassign these CPUs to a
new fused object. If this is not possible, the node manager breaks
the largest execution object and assign half the CPUs to a new
execution object. This ensures that native CPUs are not reserved
for a single thread when multiple threads request fused objects.
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Architecture
Model

CPUs
slow, fast
24, 12, 3
12, 6
Fuse 2 threads
Fuse 4 threads

CMP
ACMP-3
ACMP-6
Dynamic

Speedup in
Duty Cycle percent
low
med
high
50
50
50
75
87.5
100
62.5
75
75
62.5
75
75
75
87.5
100

Program
Fibonacci
pmake
Blackscholes [7]
Mandelbrot-DB (M-DB)
Mandelbrot-SB (M-SB)
gcc [21]
astar [21]
dealII [21]
lbm [21]
sjeng [21]
N-Queen [34]
h264ref [21]

Table 2. CMP, ACMP, and Dynamic configurations
18

ACMP-3

16

ACMP-6

NATIVE
CHAMELEON

Table 3. Workloads
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Figure 4. Performance of parallel programs.
tial programs to three performance categories (low, medium, high),
with different speedups on the fast CPUs.
For dynamic processors, we follow past work [22] and set the
maximum performance of fusing 2 threads to 75% (a 50% improvement over the base CPU’s performance), and of 4 threads to 100%,
doubling the performance of a base CPU. Again, we set different
speedups for each sequential performance category to mirror the
ACMP speedups. Achieving the same speedups with ACMP and
dynamic processors may be optimistic, but it helps illustrate the
benefit of being able to reconfigure.
We do not add additional delay to emulate the hardware cost of
reconfiguring. Core Fusion estimates the delay at 400 cycles plus a
pipeline flush [26], and other systems do not give any latencies.
However, processor proxies flush the TLB when they are torn
down, so the flush plus cost of subsequent TLB misses is included
in our results.

0

gcc

astar

dealII

lbm

sjeng h264refn-queen

Sequential Benchmarks

Figure 5. Performance of sequential programs.
Parallel performance. Figure 4 shows the performance of parallel workloads on four configurations: the CMP, the two ACMP
models, and Chameleon. For all the parallel workloads, the best
performance comes from the CMP configuration, which provides
24 CPUs. In the ACMP models, the lost parallelism outweighs
the powerful CPUs present in the system except for Fibonacci and
Mandelbrot with dynamic scheduling. Programs with static thread
scheduling, such as Blackscholes, suffer from load imbalance when
the threads on the fast CPUs wait for the threads on slow ones to
finish. Chameleon uses all CPUs to achieve performance similar
identical to the CMP.
Sequential performance. Figure 5 shows the performance of
single-threaded workloads with varying benefit from faster CPUs.
We execute each program on a single hyperthread, with the rest
of the system idle. On ACMP systems we pin the program to a
powerful core. For Chameleon, we evaluate both fusing two and
four CPUs (DYN-2 and DYN-4). For these workloads, Chameleon
is able to achieve the same performance as the asymmetric systems, despite using processor proxies. These results demonstrate
that proxying introduces very little overhead and allow programs
full access to the hardware’s performance. In addition, they demonstrate that our emulation mechanism provides identical speedups
across different programs.

Workloads

Past work has shown that I/O and memory-bound workloads receive little benefit from faster cores [4], so we largely evaluate with
CPU-bound programs. Table 3 lists the workloads we use to evaluate Chameleon. As we do not have real hardware, variations in
how a program performs on specific hardware cannot be evaluated.
Thus, we instead evaluate on programs with different styles of a
parallelism: task parallel threads on Intel’s Thread Building Blocks
(Fibonacci), task parallel processes (pmake); data-parallel threads
(Blackscholes), OpenMP with a static binding of tasks to threads
(Mandelbrot-SB); and OpenMP with a dynamic binding of tasks
to threads (Mandelbrot-DB), which can execute more tasks given a
more powerful CPU. We ran a variety of SpecCPU benchmarks on
our emulator, and found they performed similarly to simple kernel
benchmarks, so we also use a simple N-Queen program for sequential programs. We repeat experiments at least three times and report
the average results. As there is little variance in the measurements,
we do not include error bars.
5.3

ACMP-6

0.75

Benchmarks

5.2

Description
Task-parallel threads
Task-parallel processes
Data-parallel threads
OpenMP kernel, dyn. binding
OpenMP kernel, static binding
Low-CPU single thread
Low-CPU single thread
Medium-CPU single thread
Medium-CPU single thread
High-CPU single thread
High-CPU single thread
High-CPU single thread

Overhead. The overhead of Chameleon arises in two places: reconfiguration and scheduling. The latency of fusing and splitting
CPUs is shown in Table 4. We present two versions of Chameleon’s
split and fuse operations: Proxy - APIC reprograms the IOAPIC to
deliver interrupts to the proxying CPU during a fuse, and Proxy
- Logical uses the logical addressing technique described in Section 4.1. When reprogramming the IOAPIC, proxy creation takes
between 250-375µs. Logical addressing does not communicate
with the slow IOAPIC and is 50-100 times faster. Compared to the
native Linux hotplug mechanism, Chameleon is up to 75,000 times

Baseline Results

We evaluate Chameleon on single workloads to validate the emulator and to evaluate how close Chameleon gets to ideal performance.
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Operation
Fuse 2 CPUs
Fuse 4 CPUs
Split 2 CPUs
Split 4 CPUs

Hotplug
150ms
430ms
220ms
640ms

Proxy - APIC
250µs
375µs
20µs
60µs

Proxy - Logical
2µs
8µs
1.5µs
4.2µs

2.25
2
1.75

Speedup

1.5

Table 4. Latency of reconfiguration
faster at fusing (hot unplugging a CPU) and 160,000 times faster at
splitting an execution object of two CPUs (hot plugging a CPU).
The number of processors that can be addressed with logical
addresses may be limited in some systems, and in such cases
IOAPIC reprogramming is needed. The fuse case for Proxy - APIC
is more expensive than splitting because Chameleon reprograms
the IOAPIC to remove the proxied CPU. When splitting a proxy, it
does not reprogram the IOAPIC to include the proxied CPU (this
is the same behavior as Linux hotplug). Fusing and splitting four
CPUs is costlier since the proxy creation and destruction phases are
carried out sequentially. The major savings compared to hotplug
come from avoiding the notification of subsystems that the set of
CPUs has changed. The remainder of our experiments uses the
IOAPIC reprogramming method, as logical addressing does not
currently support 24 CPUs.
We measured the added scheduling work during context
switches, and there was no difference between context switching
native threads on Chameleon and native Linux: both took between
2.5µs - 3µs. These results demonstrate that the added latency of
Chameleon’s scheduling techniques is low.

1
0.75
0.5
0.25
0

2

3

3*

4

# Instances of n-queen

Figure 6. Over-provisioned performance of 2-4 sequential programs
and a parallel program. The column marked by 3* was run without the
node manager notification mechanism.

This experiment also demonstrates Chameleon’s load balancing
capability. With three sequential threads and eight available CPUs,
one of the threads can run on a 4-CPU fused object, while the others run on 2-CPU fused objects. When the faster thread completes,
the node manager distributes the physical resource used by the just
finished thread to currently active threads, allowing both remaining
threads to use 4-CPU fused objects. The column labeled 3* shows
the benefit of notifying the node manager when a task completes.
When we disable notification, which redistributes idle CPUs, performance suffers because only one thread uses a 4-CPU fused object even when idle CPUs are available.

IPIs handled by proxy. We ran the pmake workload alongside
a sequential application making use of an execution object with
4 CPUs. The proxy created during the activation of the execution
object is responsible for handling the IPIs destined to the CPUs of
the execution object and in this case was proxying for 3 CPUs. The
proxy handled 10 IPIs per second, mostly TLB shootdowns. This
is lower than the 40 IPIs/second reported in Section 2 because the
offline CPUs switch to the idle thread, which avoids rescheduling
IPIs. However, the proxy still receives TLB shootdowns because
the idle thread leaves the previous user-mode address space from
pmake on the processor.
5.4

1.25

Under-provisioned performance. We perform a similar test using three sequential programs and a parallel program with 24
threads. As there are no idle CPUs, Chameleon must decide
whether to timeshare CPUs between the two programs. For these
experiments, we test with both static and dynamic binding of the
parallel threads, and vary the tax rate between 0.01, 1, and 100.
We also present the result for the ACMP-3 configuration. In the
ACMP configuration, the sequential programs were pinned to the
fast CPUs while letting Linux schedule 15 parallel threads.
Figure 7 shows the speedup for the sequential and parallel
programs relative to running on a single baseline CPU. As this is a
single hyperthread, the speedup from using more CPUs is less than
linear in the number of CPUs available. With a low tax rate, the
sequential program is able to borrow the neighboring CPUs most
of the time for a speedup of 97% over baseline (the speedup is
less than 100% because the parallel thread occasionally uses the
CPU). With a tax rate of 1, the sequential program borrows CPUs
approximately half the time. But since the parallel threads also use
the CPU the observed speedup is less than 50%. With a high tax
rate, the sequential workloads were not able to preempt the parallel
threads. As a result they complete at baseline speedup.
The parallel program shows similar variation: for dynamic
scheduling where threads can have varying amounts of work, performance drops in direct proportion to the time N-Queen borrows a
CPU: with the high tax rate, it gets a 11.4x speedup over baseline,
while with a low tax that drops to 10x. With a low tax, N-Queen
finishes quickly and the parallel program then uses all 24 CPUs.
With static scheduling, where every thread must perform the same
amount of work, performance varies from 11.4x speedup with the
high tax rate to 8.8x speedup with a low tax rate, because of load
imbalance while the N-Queen is running. Thus, the use of tax must
consider both the benefit to sequential programs and the cost to the
parallel programs that are preempted. The N-Queen program’s use
of the CPU is similar when run with both the static and dynamic
parallel programs, so its performance does not change.

Scheduling Mixed Workloads

We evaluate Chameleon with a mix of workloads under two situations: over-provisioned, when there are more CPUs than threads;
and under-provisioned, where there are not enough CPUs. In each
case, we start a mix of parallel and sequential programs at the same
time and measure their completion time. If one program finishes
early, the other program can make use of its CPUs. We use the Mandelbrot and N-Queen kernels because they are purely CPU bound
and their performance reflects only the added effect of scheduling
decisions by Chameleon, as shown in Figure 5.
Ideally, when there are idle CPUs, Chameleon will opportunistically use them to execute sequential tasks. When there is contention, Chameleon should only use them if the tax rate allows sequential threads to preempt threads on neighboring CPUs.
Over-provisioned performance. We measure the performance of
executing a parallel program requiring 16 CPUs and 2-4 sequential programs simultaneously. The results in Figure 6 show that for
two sequential programs, Chameleon creates a 4-CPU fused object
for each task that achieves almost double the baseline performance.
The four sequential threads are scheduled on 2-CPU fused objects,
and achieve 50% speedup over baseline. The case of 3 sequential threads is explained more in the following paragraph. Thus,
Chameleon is able to effectively place sequential threads when
there are idle CPUs, and can balance them to achieve maximum
performance.
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program and a parallel program with varying taxation rates.

Compared to the ACMP, Chameleon achieves the same sequential performance and parallel performance on the dynamic parallel program with a low tax rate because it has more CPUs. The
higher tax rates trade lower sequential performance for parallel performance exceeding the ACMP. These results show how taxation
adjusts the priority of sequential and parallel programs. Its benefit
may depend on how well parallel programs react to losing a CPU.

Figure 8. CPU allocation to execution object in a workload mix of
sequential programs with different speedups.
1.2

Linux
Chameleon

1

Mixed sequential workloads. This experiment demonstrates
Chameleon’s ability to prioritize the use of CPUs based on the
speedup a thread achieves. In this experiment we ran a mix of
sequential workloads of different classes: one high CPU (sjeng),
one medium CPU (lbm) and two low-CPU workloads (astar) with
staggered start times. We annotated each program’s thread with its
speedup as the weight on its sequential property, similar to what
might be provided by an ACMP scheduler. We constrained all the
programs to a single node with a total of 10 CPUs.
Ideally, the rebalancer will spread the available CPUs across the
sequential programs and prioritize remaining CPUs to the programs
with the best speedup. Figure 8 shows the results of this experiment.
The two low CPU (astar) workloads were started first and were
each given a 4-CPU fused object by the node manager. When lbm
– a medium speedup application – was started subsequently, the
manager borrowed 2 CPUs from one of the low-speedup astar
applications and gave them to lbm at event a . Similarly, when
sjeng – a high speedup application – started, it borrowed 2 CPUs,
one each from lbm the other astar, at event b .
In short, when the remaining two workloads started, the node
manager noted that the demand for sequential performance (a total
of 16 CPUs forming 4 fused objects) exceeded the supply (10
CPUs), and split the objects in use by the astar instances so the
two remaining programs could each receive a fused object. As
described in Section 4.3.5, the node manager uses the speedups
of the programs to allocate the remaining CPUs to the program
receiving the most benefit, sjeng, which then runs on a 4-CPU
fused object. The other three programs all used a 2-CPU fused
object. Upon exit of any workload, the node manager distributes the
released CPUs to the active workloads based on their speedup. In
this case lbm completes first at event c and its resources are given
to one astar instance. After sjeng exits at event d , its resources are
given to the second astar.
Thus, Chameleon’s node manager and rebalancer are able to
allocate CPUs across a set of workloads with different speedups,
when notified of those speedups.
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Figure 9. Chameleon on SMT.
Chameleon can also prioritize threads on existing hyperthreaded
processors. Since hyperthreads share the cache and processor
pipeline, running two hyperthreads on a core may reduce the performance when compared to running a single thread. As a result,
the Linux scheduler tries to schedule threads on separate cores before using two hyperthreads on a single core. However, when there
are more threads than cores, it is possible that a thread that benefits
from running alone on a core may get scheduled on a shared CPU.
We apply Chameleon’s cluster scheduler to this problem by
treating each core as a fused execution object, which when activated forces one of the hyperthreads to idle. We ran one instance
of six SPEC application annotated by their corresponding speedup
values as listed in Table 3 over 4 physical CPUs (8 hyperthreads)
with the native Linux scheduler and Chameleon. The baseline is
the application running on a non-shared CPU. Figure 9 compares
the speedup achieved on the two systems. Linux has no knowledge
each application’s speedup and thus any application may be scheduled on a non-shared core. In this case, astar and sjeng achieve a
good speedup. Chameleon therefore prioritizes these two programs
and schedules them on non-shared cores. Thus, Chameleon is able
to prioritize resources for threads that benefit more from running
alone, while Linux treats all threads equally.

6.

Chameleon on Real Hardware

Related Work

Asymmetric Scheduling. Several recent works investigate
scheduling parallel and multiprogrammed workloads on asym-

The previous results show that Chameleon can exploit the flexibility of dynamic processors to achieve improved performance.
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We plan to extend Chameleon for other uses of dynamic processors. Chameleon focuses on performance benefits of dynamic
processors, but they should also promise power efficiency and reliability, which demand different scheduling policies. In addition, we
plan to investigate other forms of dynamic processors that may not
fit Chameleon’s model. For example, processors with dark silicon
accelerators cannot be used unless other cores are powered off.

metric or heterogeneous processors [19, 30, 35, 48, 49]. However,
many of these systems focus on power efficiency, so they seek to
identify which threads gain the most efficiency. Chameleon could
use these techniques to identify which threads would perform best
on a powerful execution object. Mogul et al. investigate the use of
ACMPs for operating systems [42], but focus on static assignment
of OS threads to simple cores; Chameleon could implement this
policy using its property mechanism. Most similar to Chameleon
is Luo et al.’s work on the use of helper threads and cache resizing
on an ACMP [38]. Similar to Chameleon, this work determines
when to allocate resources to speed sequential threads, but focuses
again on identifying which threads gain the most benefit. ACS
accelerates critical sections on an ACMP [55]. However, the
latency of Chameleon’s reconfiguration is still too long to help
individual critical sections.
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Gang scheduling. Chameleon’s cluster scheduling is similar to
gang scheduling in that it will try to schedule multiple CPUs simultaneously. Past work on gang scheduling [45, 27, 16, 6] focuses primarily on time-sharing gangs of threads. While Chameleon can do
this, there is little benefit because performance improves by running
time-sliced threads in parallel on separate cores. Thus, Chameleon
is most effective when there are idle threads to be used opportunistically, or when a sequential thread has higher priority than competing workloads.
Tesselation uses a form of gang scheduling to provide a cell
of processors to an application, which is similar to Chameleon’s
execution objects [11]. However, it provides cores for software
process to use, while Chameleon provides cores to hardware for
an enhanced CPU.
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